Direct detection of 8-oxodeoxyguanosine and 8-oxoguanine by avidin and its analogues.
8-Oxodeoxyguanosine is present in DNA from many tissues. The direct demonstration of 8-oxodeoxyguanosine as a potential biomarker of oxidative DNA damage has implications for the study of mutagenesis, carcinogenesis, and free radical toxicity. Avidin is shown here to bind with high specificity to this potentially mutagenic oxidized nucleoside, 8-oxodeoxyguanosine, and to the oxidatively modified base, 8-oxoguanine. The serendipitous finding that avidin bound to the nuclei of UVA-irradiated cells has led to the development of a technique which allows detection of the damage product in a manner analogous to that of immunological techniques. The technique has been shown to be applicable to isolated DNA and to DNA in fixed cellular material and postmortem tissue. Statistically different levels of damage can be demonstrated in both isolated DNA and cultured cells exposed to free radical generating systems using a 96-well plate-based methodology. The sensitivity of this method allows the detection of 10(-19) mol of 8-oxodeoxyguanosine. This novel usage of avidin conjugates applies also to its bacterial analogue, streptavidin, and to a lesser extent to the monoclonal antibody to biotin (the ligand bound by the parent compound). This finding has tremendous potential as a simple method analogous to immunotechniques for the direct detection of 8-oxodeoxyguanosine. From structural considerations we speculate that avidin would also bind to 8-oxodeoxyadenosine.